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Chapterr 4
Zeemann splitting factor of the Er3+ ion in a
crystall field
4.11 Introduction
Magneticc resonance has provided valuable knowledge on the atomic and electronic
structuree of rare-earth impurities in crystalline hosts, such as in elemental and compound
semiconductors.. The spectroscopic information as obtained by recording angular dependence
onn magnetic field is commonly analysed in the spin-Hamiltonian formalism. In the
Hamiltoniann as typically required, tK= /feB-g'J + J-A-I, the first term represents the Zeeman
energyy of the spin J in the magnetic field B, whereas the second term gives the hyperfine
interactionn energy with isotopes of nuclear spin I. By analysing the experimental data the
Zeemann splitting or g tensor and the hyperfine interaction tensor A, which commonly serve as
aa unique characterisation of the spectrum, are determined.
Forr the case of erbium, the isotope

167

Er has the non-zero spin / = 7/2 and is present with the

naturall abundance of 23%. For erbium, therefore, the structure of eight hyperfine satellite
lines,, is expected, to first order displaced symmetrically with respect to the central line of the
7 = 00 isotopes, and with an intensity of 3.7% of the central line. Observation of such hyperfine
structuree in the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum allows unambiguous
identificationn of the impurity. Unfortunately, due to low abundance of the isotope the weak
hyperfinee lines are not always observable.
Forr instance, this has been the case for recently described erbium centres in silicon [4.1, 4.2].
Inn this case the identification in magnetic resonance must rely on the fine structure tensor g of
thee Zeeman splitting. In order to assess the effect of a magnetic field on the paramagnetic
rare-earthh ion its electronic state as created by the stronger perturbations, i.e., firstly the spinorbitt interaction and, secondly, the crystal field, must be well known.
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Thee subject of this chapter is the derivation of the g tensor of erbium centres in crystal fields
off various symmetries. Energies of states are calculated with and without a magnetic field
applied.. Due to the high value of the electron spin and the complexity of the interactions,
exactt analytical solutions are restricted to some special cases only. Therefore, the calculations
weree carried out fully numerically. Reference is made to analytical solutions based on exact
treatmentt or approximate perturbation methods when available.
Overr the last 40 years the EPR spectrum of the erbium ion, as an isolated impurity, in several
crystalss has been reported [4.1 - 4.37]. In the experiments the energy difference between
Zeemann levels is measured and the g value is calculated as a positive number from the
resonancee condition h v = gp-nB, with h vthe microwave quantum. Only in an exceptional case
thee sign of g values was determined in a dedicated experimental set-up [4.36]. Following this
practicee the principal spectroscopic parameters from experiment are given in table 4.1 as
positive.. The g tensor data for isotropic and axial centres are as well represented in figure 4.1.

Figuree 4.1 Plot of values g versus g/,for magnetic resonance spectra of axial and isotropic
ErEr

+

centres in several crystalline hosts corresponding to the data as given in table 4.1. The

lineslines surrounding the shaded area represent tensors with traces g/, +
thethe isotropic case g„ = gl = 6 for r6 states and g,/ = gl = 6.8 for ƒ} states.
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=18.0 and 20.4; in

Tablee 4.1 Principal g values ofEr3* spectra in various semiconductor, and some insulator,
hosthost crystals.
Symmetry y
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Cubic c
Tetragonal l
Tetragonal l
Tetragonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Axial l
Tetragonal l
Axial l
Axial l
Trigonal l
Axial l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
«Axial l
Trigonal l
Tetragonal l
Tetragonal l
^Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Tetragonal l
Trigonal l
Axial l
Axial l

Host t

gg values

g\ g\
CaF2 2
6.785 5
CdF2 2
6.76 6
CdTe e
5.941 1
Ce0 2 2
6.759 9
GaAs s
5.92 2
Th0 2 2
6.752 2
ZnS S
5.926 6
ZnSe e
5.950 0
5.925 5
ZnSe e
5.931 1
ZnTe e
BaF2 2
5.908 8
CaF2 2
7.78 8
CaF2 2
1.746 6
CaF2 2
3.30 0
CaF2 2
2.206 6
CaF2 2
2.183 3
6.31 1
CaF2 2
CaO O
4.730 0
1.251 1
CaW04 4
11.415 5
CdS S
3.240 0
CdS S
4.301 1
CdTe e
5.699 9
InP P
1.989 9
LaCl3 3
11
LaES
1.47 7
La2.jSrxCu04 41.3 3
15.13 3
LiNb03 3
MgO O
12.4 4
PbMo04 4
1.195 5
Si i
0.45 5
Si i
0.69 9
Si i
2.00 0
Th0 2 2
3.462 2
YES2 2
1.50 0
ZnS S
12.33 3
ZnS S
2.423 3

Reference e
#2 2

gi gi

7.411 1
6.254 4
9.16 6
8.54 4
8.843 3
9.015 5
2.14 4
7.86 6
8.401 1
1.675 5
8.019 9
7.919 9
5.954 4
8.757 7
8.85 5
9.3 3
2.14 4
0.5 5
8.45 5
3.46 6
3.22 2
3.24 4
6.23 3
7.624 4
8.77 7
2.81 1
8.771 1

4.6,4.7,4.8,4.13 3
4.11,4.15 5
4.21,4.23,4.24,4.27 7
4.18 8
4.25,, 4.28, 4.29, 4.35
4.16,4.18 8
4.21,4.23,4.27 7
4.22,, 4.23, 4.27, 4.30
4.21 1
4.21,4.23,4.24,4.27 7
4.15 5
4.6,4.7,4.8,4.13,4.37 7
4.13 3
4.13 3
4.13,4.37 7
4.15 5
4.37 7
4.12 2
4.18 8
4.23,4.27 7
4.23,, 4.27
4.24 4
4.26,, 4.29
4.5,4.7,4.38 8
4.3,4.4,4.20 0
4.34 4
4.31 1
4.14 4
4.17 7
4.1 1
4.1,4.2 2
4.1,4.2 2
4.16 6
4.20 0
4.23,4.27 7
4.23,4.27 7
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«Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Trigonal l
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c
Monoclinic-I I
Monoclinic-I I
Monoclinic-I I
Monoclinic-I I
Orthorhombic c
Orthorhombic c

0.57 7
1.245 5
4.066 6
0.8 8
2.8 8
LU3AI5O12 2 6.93 3
Lu3Ga50!2 2 3.183 3
0.80 0
Si i
0.80 0
Si i
1.09 9
Si i
1.36 6
Si i
7.75 5
Y3A15012 2
Y3Ga5012 2 4.69 9

ZnSe e
ZnTe e
ZnTe e
GaAs s
GaAs s

8.877 7
9.469 9
8.068 8
0.8 8
0.8 8
4.12 2
3.183 3
5.45 5
5.45 5
5.05 5
9.65 5
3.71 1
4.033

12.032 2 4.30 0
4.24,, 4.27
4.24,4.27 7
15.4 4
4.35 5
15.4 4
4.35 5
4.10 0
8.43 3
12.62 2 4.10 0
12.60 0 4.1,4.32,4.33 3
12.55 5 4.1,4.32,4.33 3
12.78 8 4.1,4.2 2
7.91 1
4.1 1
7.35 5
4.9,4.10 0
10.73 4.9,4.10 0

11 .LaES - La(C2H5S04)3.9H20
2.YESS = Y(C2H5S04)3-9H20

4.22 Method of calculation
4.2.11 Spin-orbit interaction
Forr rare-earth ions the magnetic properties are dictated by the electrons in the
incompletelyy filled 4f shell. For Er3+ with the configuration 4f" the orbital momentum is L =
66 and the electron spin is S = 3/2. By the spin-orbit interaction ALS these states group into
fourr levels with total angular momentum J = L + S = 15/2, J = 13/2, J = 11/2 and J= L- S =
9/2,, respectively. As for the Er3+ ion the spin-orbit constant X is negative, the state J = 15/2
formss the ground state. It is separated from the next higher state, with J = 13/2, by about 800
meV.. Calculations are restricted to the isolated ground state with 16-fold degeneracy. In the
spinn J formalism the Lande factor for splitting in a magnetic field is gj = 1 + W+\) - L(L+\)
++ S(S+\)]/2J(J+l) = 6/5.

4.2.22 Crystal field
Incorporatedd in a crystal the erbium ion is subject to the fields exerted by surrounding
hostt atoms. In the crystal field the 16-fold degeneracy of the .7=15/2 spin-norbit level is lifted,
thee precise effect depending on strength and symmetry of the crystal field. For a high-
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symmetryy cubic surrounding the splitting will be into three quartets and two doublets; for a
low-symmetryy field the maximum number of eight Kramers doublets will be obtained.
Calculationss of the energy levels were performed for centres of cubic, trigonal, tetragonal and
orthorhombicc symmetry. The crystal potentials are represented by their corresponding spin
operatorss //cf. Crystal-field induced splittings are of order of magnitude 50 meV.

4.2.33 Magnetic field
Thee Zeeman splitting of about 0.1 meV induced in an EPR experiment in the K band
(frequencyy 23 GHz) is only a small perturbation on the states formed after spin-orbit and
crystal-fieldd interactions. Energies of the J = 15/2 spin-orbit ground state sublevels are
calculatedd in the presence of a crystal field and a magnetic field. The energy of the Zeeman
effectt is calculated by applying the operator Hmf = gj/^B-J. By the magnetic field the
degeneracyy in the crystal-field quartet and doublet levels is lifted. By taking a reasonable
weakk magnetic field the effective g values are directly obtained as the energy differences
betweenn levels. For example, in case of low symmetry g, = E,+ - £/_, ; = 1,...,8. Calculations
aree restricted to the low-field regime with linear Zeeman splitting and consequently constant g
valuess by proper scaling of the crystal-field coefficients. To match existing conditions in the
totall spin Hamiltonian H = Hcf + Hm( the magnetic field was chosen so that the relation of the
parameterr Kcf, included in the expression for Hcf, and JUB is like 1000 : 1. The variation of this
parameterr Vcf over a wide range did have no effect on calculated g values.
However,, the computational scheme, in which only energies of states are calculated, is of a
generall nature and allows larger fields to be applied and non-linear effects to be calculated
withoutt modification. Calculations have included centres from high cubic symmetry with
isotropicc EPR spectra and scalar g values, centres of trigonal and tetragonal symmetry with
axiall tensors with principal values g„ and

and centres of the lower orthorhombic or

monoclinicc symmetry with three independent principal g values gu g2 and g3.

4.33 Cubic symmetry
4.3.11 Energy
Inn case of cubic symmetry and f electrons the possible crystal field operators are of
fourthh and sixth order in spin J. The former operator is specified by
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HHcaca,=,= O04+5Ot,

(4-la)

with h
O 4 ° = 3 5 j ; - [ 3 0 J ( JJ + 1)-25]J Z 2 -6J(J + 1)+3J 2 (J + 1)2

(4.1b)

and d

o:=yo:=y22{j:{j:++r)r)

(

Thee operator of sixth order is given by
H^=Ol-2\OlH^=Ol-2\Ol
with h

OlOl = 231.7* -105[37(j + l ) - 7 ] j ; +(l05J 2 (J + l)2 -525J(J + l) + 294)j 2 - 5 y 3 ( jj + l ) 3 + 4 0 J 2 ( J + l ) 2 - 6 0 J ( J + l)

(4.2b)

and d

O 6 4 = X [ I I J 2 - J ( J + I ) - 3 8 ] ( J ; + J 4 K X ^ + J - 4 ) [ 1 1 J ' " J ( J + 1 ) ~ 3 8 1 --

(4 2c)

'

Thee linear combination

( 4 - 3a )

HHcfcf=V=VcfcfHHcucu
with h
HHcaca = sina.77eu4/ F(4) + cosa.Hcu6/ F(6)

(4.3b)

involvingg the two parameters Fcf and a, with a in the range - 90° ^ or < + 90°, represents the
generall case. To obtain more convenient values of parameters it is customary to introduce the
dividerss F(4) = 60 and F(6) = 13860 in the expression (4.3b) [4.39 - 4.41]. Energy
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eigenvaluess E of the Hamiltonian (4.3a, b) for Vcf = +1 in the basis set of 16 states mi = -15/2
too + 15/2 are given in figure 4.2. For the doublet T(, the exact result is E = Vcu( - 40cosa +
294sinar),, for the Tj doublet E = V cu (- 312cosar- 26sina). Energies of the quartet states (r 8 );,
;; = 1,2 and 3, are the numerically computed solutions of cubic equations.
Exceptt for the different choice of parameters the result is identical to the classical data of Lea,
Leaskk and Wolf [4.40]. The two parameter sets are related by VC{ sina = Wx and VQ( cosa =
W(\-\x\). W(\-\x\).
Onn the basis of a point charge model a positive value of VC[ is expected. If so, inspection of
figuree 4.2 shows that the ground state will be of doublet T(, character for - 90° < a < - 40.4°,
off character T7 for - 40.4° < a < + 54.5° and (T8)i for + 54.5° < a < + 90°. For a
substitutionall site of erbium, with a fourfold co-ordination of ligands, the parameter a will be
negativee and the ground state will be the r^ or T7 doublet. On an interstitial site, with
octahedrallyy coordinated neighbours and positive a, ground states of T7 or (r 8 )i character are
possible. .

-900

-60

-30

0
aa (degrees)

30

60

90

Figuree 4.2 Crystal-field energies of doublets r6 and ƒ"} and of quartets (r&)t, i = 1, 2 and 3, in
thethe cubic case representing the eigenvalues of equation (4.3) with VCf = + 1. Parameter a, in
thethe range - 9(f < a < + 9(f, controls the mixing of the fourth- and sixth-order cubic crystal
fields. fields.
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4.3.22 g Value
Splittingg of the doublet states in a magnetic field can be described by an effective spin
1/22 and labelling of the states as

. In the cubic field the conjugate wave functions of the

doubletss are expressed in the basis states |wj> of the J = 15/2 level by

IJCJ)WJ>.

For T7 one

obtains,, independent of parameter a,

Thee splitting is isotropic with the effective g factor given by g = IgjLjcfmj = 34/5. In an
equivalentt way the wave functions for T6 are:

K)=yK)=y1414

22yyyy%%4^y4

andd the isotropic effective g value is g = 6.
Fromm the values listed in table 4.1 for the semiconductors GaAs. ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe and CdTe
thee experimental values close to 6 indicate a T6 ground state and the negative value of a
confirmss a substitutional erbium position. In contrast, for erbium in CaF2, CdF2, Ce0 2 and
Th0 22 a T7 ground state is indicated by their g value. The small negative deviations of
experimentall values from the calculated numbers, discussed in several papers, have been
ascribedd to admixture of the higher terms 2K15/2 and 2Li5/2, admixture of T8 state by the
magneticc field and covalent derealization [4.12, 4.21, 4.22, 4.27, 4.42]. It may be concluded
thatt the theoretical description provides good agreement with experimental data. However, a
precisee value of parameter a cannot be derived. For quartet states Ts the splitting of the four
levelss in a magnetic field can be described by effective spin J = 3/2 and the cubic spin
Hamiltonian n
HH = &UBB-J + K / ^ B - J

3

= &«BB-J + uMZJx3 + V /

+ B

^)-

(4-6)

Numericallyy calculated values for g and u for the three quartet levels are given in figure 4.3. It
cann be observed that in the crystal field the coefficient u of the cubic operator is not always
smalll compared to the g value of the magnetic-dipole Zeeman effect. For this reason the
angularr dependence following the function (4.7) breaks down [4.22,4.41, 4.43,4.44]
p(0)p(0) = 1 - 5sin2<9+ 3.75sin40.
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(4.7)
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0
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30
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Figuree 4.3 g Values of doublet and quartet levels in cubic symmetry pertaining to the
HamiltonianHamiltonian given in equation (4.6). Parameter a, in the range - 9(f < a < + 9Cf, controls
thethe mixing of the fourth- and sixth-order contributions.

4.44 Trigonal and tetragonal symmetry
4.4.11 Energy
Ass can be noted in table 4.1 several erbium-related centres were found to have axial
symmetry.. Their symmetry was either established as trigonal, with axis along a <111>
direction,, tetragonal, with axis along <100>, or the axis was left unspecified. In the trigonal
casee the leading crystal-fie Id operator of second order is given by
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^t r =-X u ' + X^ + X ( 1 - i ) y ^ + X ( 1 " i ) ^ J + + X ( 1 + i ) J ^ + X ( 1 + i ) J -'- / -(4.8) )
inn the Cartesian coordinate system. Including a cubic contribution as well, the general crystalfieldfield operator will be expressed by
tfcftfcf = VcfHcutt,

(4-9a)

with h
HHcutTcutT = cosp.//cu + sinp.M, / F(2),

(4.9b)

andd with parameter /?, in the range - 90° < {3 < + 90°, specifying the cubic and trigonal
components.. A factor F(2) = 0.1 is included in the trigonal field term to obtain better match of
thee two contributions in the J = 15/2 spin system. In the trigonal field all orbital degeneracy is
removedd and the spectrum will consist of eight doublet levels. For two selected cases of
parameterr a, a = - 90° and a = + 30°, the energy eigenvalues of HcuiI are shown in figures
4.4(a)) and 4.4(b). Treating the case of tetragonal field in the similar way, the pertinent secondorderr crystal-field operator is

HHxexe=J=J22zz-/-/33J(JJ(J

+ \). \).

Combinedd with a cubic field the total crystal-field operator will be
HH
1111

cf

=V.H

(4.11a)

' c f ' l erne'

v

'

with h
# cutee = cos(3.//cu + sinp.//te/F(2),

(4.1 lb)

againn with - 90° < /? < + 90°. Energies of eight doublets as a function of /? computed with Vc{
== + 1 for two values of a, a = - 90° and a = + 30°, are given in figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). For
thee limiting values P=

90° only the axial trigonal or tetragonal field is present. In this field

thee states quantize as 115/2,

with quantization axis taken along the axial direction. The

correspondingg energies of Hcutt and //cute are
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Figuree 4.4 Energies of eight doublets for fourth- or sixth-order cubic crystal field together
withwith a second-order trigonal or tetragonal crystal field, calculated from Equations (4.9) or
(4.11)(4.11) with Vcf = +1 for (a) a = - 9(f, trigonal, (b) a = + 3Cf, trigonal, (c) a = - 9(f,

etragonal,etragonal, (d) a = +3(f, tetragonal. Parameter fi in the range —9(f <p <+ 9(f, 9(f, controls the
mixingmixing of the cubic and axial crystal fields.
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TT 350, in a way as can be verified in the figures 4.4. For Vcf = +1, as used to draw figures 4.4,
thee lowest level forms the ground state in which magnetic resonance is observed. For negative
VVc{c{ the roles of highest and lowest level interchange.
Inspectionn of figures 4.2 and 4.4 reveals that the ground state can have 1^, Tj or Tg symmetry
typee in cubic field, and be of m} =

1/2 or

bee remarked here that among states |15/2,

15/2 character in the pure axial situation. It might
> only the doublet 115/2,

observablee magnetic resonance transition. All other doublets have

> will give an

= 0, preventing the

observationn of spin resonance.

4.4.22 g Value
Splittingg of the spin doublet levels in a magnetic field is expressed by their Zeeman
splittingg or g factors. Effective g values for the parallel and perpendicular directions in
trigonall and tetragonal symmetry were computed by diagonalization of the 16x16 matrices of
thee operator Hcr + Hmf as a function of the parameters a and j3. In the computations as actually
carriedd out parameter fi was varied in the range - 90 to + 90 degrees in steps of 0.1 degree, for
valuesvalues of a spanning the same range in steps of 10 degrees.
Reviewingg the results and observing the complex behaviour of g tensor variations one must
concludee that a comprehensive and quantitatively accurate analytical treatment of Zeeman
effectss for a spin system J = 15/2 in crystal fields is beyond feasibility. To allow a direct
comparisonn with experimental data as presented in figure 4.1, in the figures 4.5 the calculated
perpendicularr g value gi is plotted as a function of the calculated parallel value gu for the
samee /?. In an additional presentation of results, figures 4.6 show the gu and

values in their

dependencee on parameter /?.
Inn the figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 the panels (a) correspond to trigonal centres with a = - 90°, (b)
trigonal,, a = +30°, (c) tetragonal, a = - 90°, and (d) tetragonal, a = +30°, selected for optimal
illustrationn of the vast amount of data points and the systematics in their behaviour. In cases
(a)) and (c), for /? = 0 the ground state is r 6 and the isotropic g value g = 6 is reproduced. For
casess (b) and (d) the ground state is T7 with g = 6.8.
Itt was shown by Lewis and Sabisky [4.42] that for small axial perturbations the trace gu + 2gi
off the g tensors will stay constant. Inspection of figures 4.5 or 4.6 shows that the theoretical
resultt is unambiguously confirmed for both r 6 and T7 doublets, both upon trigonal or
tetragonall distortion with small /?, and irrespective of parameter a characterising the cubic
field.. Not shown in the figures, the rule holds equally well if the levels do not form the ground
state.. Considering next the range of the large axial distortions, for p = + 90° and Vcf > 0 the
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Figuree 4.5 Plot of gx versus gn calculated for lowest-energy doublets for (a) a = - 90°,
trigonal,trigonal, (b) a = + 3(f, trigonal, (c) a = - 9(f, tetragonal, (d) a= + 3(f, tetragonal.
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groundd state in the purely axial field is (15/2, /wj =
derivedd as gu = 1.2 and

. Exact g values for this state are

= 9.6. From figure 4.6(b) for a = + 30° it is concluded that gn and

have the same sign, hence at J3 = + 90° the trace gu + 2gj_ = 20.4, equal to the trace at the
isotropicc point P = 0°.
Forr a = - 90°, figure 4.6(a) shows gu to change sign in the range from /? = 0° to ft = + 90°, at
aroundd p = 47°. Assuming g// = + 1.2 at /? = + 90°, equal to the Lande factor g = 6/5, it must be
concludedd that gL at p = + 90° has the negative value g = - 9.6.
Ass the sign escapes detection, the measured trace gu +

= 20.4 would easily lead to the

erroneouss conclusion that the state is T7 related. At p = 0°. for the Fe state in cubic symmetry,
thee g value must be g = - 6, but, again, as the sign is not determined in the standard
experimentt the commonly reported value is positive. The corresponding traces are equal at
bothh ft points at - 18.
Alsoo for tetragonal symmetry, as demonstrated by the figures 4.5(c), 4.5(d), 4.6(c) and 4.6(d),
thee trace at /? = + 90° is exactly equal to its value at p = 0°. In the region in between a
reductionn is calculated, but in several cases the trace remains remarkably constant. This is
especiallyy true for the case illustrated by figures 4.5(c) and 4.6(c). For this lowest level in
tetragonall symmetry and fourth-order cubic field, a = - 90°, the trace in the whole range for /?
neverr falls more than 0.3% below the value 18 for the T6 state. In no case a calculated trace
exceedss the value 20.4.
Thee great majority of the experimental tensors, shown in figure 4.1 in the upper left part, have
theirr trace values slightly below the line gu + 2g = 20.4. These data are well fitted by the
computedd curves as shown in figures 4.5(b) and 4.6(b) for trigonal and 4.5(d) or 4.6(d) for
tetragonall centres.
Itt can be concluded that the calculations can well account for the observed g values, thus
confirmingg that they are properly interpreted as due to the J = 15/2 spin system of erbium
ions.. In the results as illustrated in figures 4.5 and 4.6 agreement is reached for a = + 30° and
PP values near + 20°. It must, however, be emphasised that very similar calculated results and
consequentlyy similar agreement is achieved for parameter a in the range -30 to +50° in which
thee T? level is ground state in cubic symmetry. The data as given above for good agreement
aree therefore not unique. Just as for the cubic centres, a precise value of a cannot be
determinedd by the analysis. Good fits, though not as convincing and systematic, can also be
foundd in completely different ranges of parameters, e.g., for negative value of VCf.
Unfortunatelyy this ambiguity, related to the complexity of interactions, does not allow the
abovee solutions to be presented as unique. In figure 4.1 also a few data points are included for
whichh g// > gi.
Ann illustration of their matching by the crystal field calculation is given in figure 4.7, which
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Figuree 4.6 g Values of lowest-energy doublet states including g,, (- - -),

(

j and trace g//

++ 2gj_ (solid line) as a function of parameter Pfor (a) a = - 9(f, trigonal, (b) a = + 3(f,
trigonal,trigonal, (c) a = - 9Cf, tetragonal, (d) a = + 3(f, tetragonal. Parameter fi in the range - 90°
<P<P < + 9(f, controls the mixing of the cubic and axial crystal fields.
11 11

showss the

relation for the lowest level in tetragonal symmetry for a = + 80°.

Att the same time this figure shows alternative interpretations of the data points in the upperleftt corner of the plot, underlining the necessity of care in conclusively selecting matching
parameters. .
Inn summary, all experimental data points can be accounted for in the calculations, with
exceptionn of the tensors OEr-2 and OEr-2' for centres in silicon [4.1]. Their identification as
erbiumm related is therefore not supported by the present analysis.

Figuree 4.7 Plot of

versus g// calculated for lowest-energy doublet in tetragonal symmetry

forfor parameter a = + 8(f. The diamonds indicates the experimental data points for tetragonal
centres. centres.
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4.55 Orthorhombic symmetry
4.5.11 Energy
Too explore the spectroscopic properties of low-symmetry centres the case of an
orthorhombicc crystal field in addition to a tetragonal field was considered. In this restriction to
pp =

90° a cubic field was left outside consideration. The second-order operator

correspondingg to the orthorhombic field is written as

andd is normalised with respect to the tetragonal operator Hxe. The general expression for the
mixedd tetragonal/orthorhombic field is
HHcfcf = M/.eor,

(4.13a)

with h
Z/teorr = cosy. Htc + siny. HQT.

(4.13b)

Variationn of parameter y over the range 0° < / < + 30° is sufficient to cover all basically
differentt fields. Energies of the eight doublet states obtained from the diagonalisation of
Hamiltoniann (4.13) are given in figure 4.8 as a function of parameter y. It is noted that level
crossingss do not appear. For positive VC{, the expected case, the level related to the state \J =
15/2,, wj =

> with the energy E = - 21 at y = 0° will always be the ground state. In case of

smalll non-axial distortion a perturbation treatment can be applied. It leads to the analytical
expression n
E=E= Fcfcosy (-21 -

44

j^tg 2 y)

(4.14)

forr the energy of the lowest state. This is in good agreement with the numerically calculated
curvee but only up to some 3°. The wave function of the perturbed
|

1 /2>' = | 1 /2> - (112) V35 igy

> state is found to be

> - 2 V2Ï tg/1 + 3/2>

(4.15)

inn a non-normalised form. Similar expressions exist for other /wj values.
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15 5

yy (degrees)
Figuree 4.8 Energies of eight doublets in tetragonal axial field together with an orthorhombic
crystalcrystal field calculatedfrom equations (4.13a, b) with Vc/ = + 1. Parameter y in the range 0 °
<< y <+ 30", controls the relative contributions of the two crystal fields.

4.5.22 g Value
Ass before, the Zeeman effect is treated by diagonalization of the matrix <m'j\HC{ + Hms
\m"j>.\m"j>. Principal values of the g tensor in the Cartesian x, y, z directions are drawn in figure 4.9
forr the level derived from m> =

1/2 in tetragonal axial symmetry. Experimental data points

forr the OEr-1 centre observed in silicon are included in the figure [4.1]. A good agreement
cann be noted for ya 1.2°, providing confirmation for the assumed relation of the spectrum
withh the J= 15/2 of erbium.
Withh the wave function (4.15) for the ground state available, the Zeeman splitting can be
calculatedd by treating it as a small perturbation. On this basis the expressions for the principal
gg tensor components are
SxSx = g j ( W 7 c 3 c, +4VT5c3 c5 +Sc] ),

(4.16a) )

g y = g j ( - W 7 c 33 c, +4VÏ5c 3 c 5 +8c]

(4.16b) )
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and d
S^giOc^-c^-Sc'y).S^giOc^-c^-Sc'y).

Insertingg the wavefunction coefficients as following from equation (4.15) after their
normalisation,, and using gj = 6/5, one obtains
_ 6 / 8 - 8 4 V 3 t g YY + 420tg2Y
, 371/ 2
'
/ 55
/ : >>
l + 3 7 )^tg 2 y

g j =

_ 6 / 88
^ - / 55

+

84V3tgY+420tg2Y
. ,7lA 2
»

(4-17a>

(4.17b)

and d
g

l-833/tg2Y Y
' / 5 ii 3 7 1 / , 2
^ 11 + ^ K t g Y
=

(4-17c)

Itt is seen from figure 4.9 that the most sensitive indication for the non-axial distortion is given
byy the lifting of the g x degeneracy, i.e., by gy - gx. By equations (4.17) this difference equals
1008/ /V3tgY Y
g

g =

> ' ~ ' 7 T 3 7 1 AA 2
(4- 18 )
+ J
11 % t g Y
Withh the experimental result for the Si-OEr-1 centre gy - gx = 7.15 its y parameter is
determinedd as y= 1.2°.

4.66 Conclusions
Calculationss have been performed of the electronic structure of the triply charged
erbiumm ion in its spin-orbit ground level with spin .7=15/2 when embedded as an impurity in
aa host crystal. Calculations were carried out fully numerically. Employing a crystal field
methodd the energy levels and wave functions were determined for the ion in Stark fields of
cubic,, trigonal, tetragonal and orthorhombic symmetry, created by the ligand ions of the
crystal.. The relative contributions of the crystal fields of isotropic, axial and non-axial
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Figuree 4.9 Principal g values gx, gy and g:for a centre with orthorhombic symmetry as a
functionfunction of parameter y for the ground state level. Experimental data points are for the
erbiumerbium centre in silicon, spectrum Si-OEr-1 from Carey et al. [4.1J.
symmetryy are described by mixing parameters a, fj and y. Also the principal components of g
tensorss for the Zeeman splitting were calculated by applying a magnetic field in the
appropriatee directions.
Inn previous theoretical determinations of g values, using analytical methods, exact results
weree restricted to the T6 and T7 states in pure cubic symmetry and the states | J = 15/2,ms> in
fieldsfields of pure axial character.
Inn contrast, in the numerical calculations fields of arbitrary structure can be constructed as the
parameterss a, /?and /can be varied continuously over a range covering all situations.
Consideringg calculated results it is noted that the parallel principal g value g,: in axial
symmetryy can change its sign upon variation of parameter /?, governing the relative
contributionss of cubic and axial fields. Accepting a positive value for g,t in the purely axial
situationn of /?= + 90°, where the quantisation of spin states is more straightforward, a negative
valuee for g appears in the cubic situation. In particular, for the T6 state of cubic symmetry the
consistentt g value is found as g = - 6. In experiments the absolute value g = 6 will be
measured. .
Fromm collected experimental data, obtained for a large number of varied host crystals, the
tracee \g//\ +

82 2

of g tensors for the erbium-related resonances was found often to be close to

20.4,, i.e., the trace of the cubic centre in the Vj state. An empirical rule of constant trace upon
axiall distortion with consequences for the electronic origin of the impurity states can be based
onn this observation. Such a rule has to be applied with care, however, as the real trace taking
signss into account can be different from the measured trace based on absolute positive values.
Forr instance, in case of axial symmetry, a real trace of gu + 2gx = - 18, based on gu = + 1.2
andd

= - 9.6 and derived from Te, is measured as a trace of 20.4 and interpreted as having a

r 77 origin. In rare cases only, negative g values have been concluded to for consistent analysis
off experimental data, such as for the Yb ion in KMgF3 [4.45].
Becausee of a complex dependence of g values on crystal field parameters a and /7, with often
widee and sudden variations, the comprehensive summary of results is hard to give.
Nevertheless,, it is noted that over a wide range of a values, controlling the mixing of forthandd sixth-order cubic crystal fields, the trace of tensors remains remarkably constant upon a
distortionn with positive p towards the \J = 15/2, mj =

> doublet. This accounts in an

uncomplicatedd manner for the frequently observed tensors with trace near 20.4. One may
concludee that the crystal-field approach provides a valid description of the spin system. It is
alsoo to be noted that equal or very similar g values are calculated over a range of parameters.
Forr the cubic centres, the g values g = 6 for r& and g = 6.8 for r 7 do not depend at all on
parameterr a. For the axial case, different combinations of parameters a and J3 can give results
nott distinguishable by the experiments. Parameters a and ft are therefore not obtained from
thee analysis with great precision. Additional information is required for full characterization.
Suchh data could be provided by studies of the first excited state of the Stark splitting, such as
thee direct spectroscopic measurement of their Zeeman splitting, as reported, e.g., for the axial
erbiumm center in CaF2 [4.6]. In addition, from the population of this level as a function of
temperaturee the excitation energy can be derived via the associated Boltzmann factor [4.6].
Alternatively,, the position of the first excited states has been determined from the ground state
resonancee through the Orbach process of spin-lattice relaxation [4.15, 4.20 and 4.38]. More
directt and more complete data on the position of the five to eight crystal-field split levels can
comee from the optical spectroscopy in the form of structure in thee photoluminescence spectra,
butt this requires confirmation that the centers studied in both techniques are equal [4.46].
Forr interpretation of results from ODMR (optically detected magnetic resonance) calculations
off the same nature as presented in this paper have to be extended to include the J= 13/2 first
opticallyy excited state at around 800 meV. Other topics for future research include the
thoroughh investigation of centers of quartet Ts character in cubic symmetry and the systematic
explorationn ofg tensors for low-symmetry centres in their a, pand y field of parameters.
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